
OSSAA District Solo and Ensemble Contest 

Southmoore High School 

Saturday, February 18, 2017 

 
Location/Dress Code 
The contest is at Southmoore High School. Please wear Concert Black – all black – everything, looking good helps you! 
 
General Information 

➢ All performances must include an ORIGINAL score with ALL MEASURES numbered that you hand to the judge.  

➢ This is a “come and go” contest. Once all your groups have performed you are free to go.  

➢ You may only warm-up in the Commons; Do NOT play in the hallways (this includes in front of the auditorium). 

➢ Stay quiet in the halls outside the performance rooms. 

➢ This contest often does not run exactly on time due to all the moving parts. Be flexible. 

➢ You must be onsite a minimum of 30 minutes before your first scheduled performance. Please note that ensembles sometimes perform 
early, so stay onsite until you have performed with all groups. 

➢ A concession stand will be available with items for purchase (nachos, hot dogs, chips, popcorn, candy, sodas). You may eat at SHS or 

off campus, but again, DO NOT BE LATE…the 1:00 starting times will very very likely start on time. 

➢ Students in Winterguard will attend the WGI contest in Tulsa on Saturday. If your ensemble qualifies for state (and you have attended 
rehearsals with no unexcused absences) you may perform with the ensemble at state contest in April. 

 
Southmoore Hosting/Performing 
The Southmoore Band is serving as both the host and performers at this contest, therefore please take note of the following 

➢ Although this event may feel like a Saturday rehearsal day (Southmoore students plus one brave Mustang student are attending), this is 

the official OSSAA district solo/ensemble contest. Please act and prepare appropriately. 

➢ The bandrooms are NOT our home on this day, they are performance rooms. All needed equipment must be out by 9:30 AM. If you 
are arriving after 9:30, take home your instrument or quickly pick up any needed items at the noon lunchbreak. 

➢ Likewise, the bandroom will not be available to return any items until the conclusion of the contest (approximately 3:00 PM). If you are 
departing before 3:00, take your equipment home with you. 

➢ The commons will serve as our “home” for the day. We will warm-up and gather ensembles in the commons prior to performance. 

➢ Volunteers/leaders from Second Hour Band will serve as student workers. If they tell you cannot go in a performance room yet, please 
listen. They are the boss of the contest flow.  

➢ Students working the contest need to arrive by 8:15 AM in the bandroom. 

 
Performance Hints 

➢ All performances must include an ORIGINAL score with ALL MEASURES numbered that you hand to the judge.  

➢ Do a GOOD long tone warm-up and reed check and swab out or empty your spit valve before you go to your room to perform.  

➢ Make sure you have a good reed to play on!! It must sound GOOD! 

➢ Soloists – when you first enter the room the judge will likely be writing comments from the last performance. Use this time to tune 

with the piano. Play a concert F or Bb. One the judge looks up SMILE AT THEM, say “Hello,” and then hand them your original, 
numbered music. You can sit or stand. Make sure you face the judge. 

➢ Soloists - before you perform announce your name, grade, and piece you are going to play (for example… “Good afternoon, my name 
is Elsa, I am in the 18th grade.  I will be performing ‘Let it Go’ by the Beatles”).  Take a deep breath and start when you are ready.  

➢ Small ensembles - if you are performing without a director play a concert F together and adjust as needed.  The designated ensemble 

leader should make sure you tune and then count off if necessary. 

➢ When you are finished performing thank the judge and leisurely leave the room (do not bust out of the room and start crying in the 
hall…Southmoore kids are to be drama free!).  

 
What if I have my solo and ensemble are scheduled close together? 
No student should have your ensembles scheduled at the same time as your solo, but sometimes rooms run late or early and cause a 
conflict.  Please note that we have two piano accompanists performing for about 25 students apiece and may occasionally get “stuck” in 
another room, therefore, please be flexible. You may have to wait on your accompanist or even perform early to help get the accompanist 
to all their performances.   
 
If you find yourself still waiting on your pianist or the room is running late and you are also scheduled to perform in an ensemble at that 
same time – leave your solo room and check and see if your ensemble is about to perform (luckily all the rooms are right down the hall 
from each other this year).  Please make sure to communicate all situations with the room monitor – POLITELY. You WILL get to play 
your solo.  
 
Ratings 
Ratings will be posted in the commons. Sometimes this can take about an hour after you play.  Scores will also be posted in our bandroom 
on Monday. Medals and certificates can be picked up through Mr. Mewhorter. 


